**Abstract**

**Background:** Neuropsychiatric disorders like schizophrenia and bipolar disorder often have onset in late adolescence or early adulthood - periods associated with increased prefrontal-striatal reactivity to social stress. Exploratory reasoning, ideas generation and creativity, may also be sensitive to social competitive stress prevalent in urban societies. Further, creative processes have been associated with the genetics of neuropsychiatric disease (Power et al 2015). However, little is understood about the neural correlates of these processes. In particular, how prefrontal-striatal engagement in probabilistic exploratory reasoning might be influenced by social stress, and their relationship with creative processes.

**Methods:** We studied 21 young adults in a 3T-MRI. The fMRI paradigm engaged events where subjects explored whether a hidden number was higher or lower than a presented number, or exploited knowledge of the hidden number. Trials were performed with or without induced social-competitive stress featuring a competitor doing better at the same task. Outside of the scanner, subjects also generated ideas about uses for a picture of a bottle and a paper clip, whose score was examined with the imaging data.

**Results:** Social stress was associated with faster and more risky exploratory responses (p\<0.01), although performance accuracy per se was not significantly affected. Idea generation did not correlate with exploratory reaction time or risks taken in this sample. Prefrontal-striatal function was robustly engaged during exploratory reasoning (p\<0.05 FWE corrected), but was reduced by induced social stress (p\<0.001 uncorrected). Higher scores on idea generation appeared to mitigate the prefrontal-striatal effects of induced social stress on exploratory reasoning (p\<0.001 uncorrected).

**Conclusions:** Prefrontal-striatal functions engaged by young adults in exploratory reasoning appear to be affected by induced social stress to varying extents, modulated by idea generation and creative processes as potential protective factors. Individual variation and neuropsychiatric risk mechanisms may relate to exploratory information processing and creative abilities through interactions with the neural responses to social stress.
